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Theatrical trailers are a complex medium which consist of elements of both 
advertisement and of art. As films and their marketing strategies have developed over time, one 
may question the “status” of a modern theatrical trailer, particularly as an advertisement or form 
of creative expression. My thesis addresses this question by providing an analysis of theatrical 
trailers and their status as advertisement and art; describing briefly the process of producing a 
trailer; and discussing the evolution of trailers and their changing role in the movie industry. 
The basis of my argument relies upon several film studies books dedicated to the research 
of trailers in a variety of contexts. Supplemental research included reviewing reports published 
by the Motion Pictures Association of America, reading articles from newspapers and magazines 
online, and exploring contemporary forums and blogs. Through the process of researching and 
writing this paper, I have concluded that trailers, which are of course designed as advertisements, 
may be rightly considered art — as can other forms of advertising. 
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Theatrical Trailers in the Modern World: 
Advertisement or Art? 
Spoiler alert: t ​heatrical trailers are a fact of modern American life. ​According to a recent 
report by the Motion Pictures Association of America, ​“More than three-quarters (76%) of the 
U.S./Canada population aged two or older, or 263 million people, went to a movie at the cinema 
at least once in 2017”, qualifying them as “moviegoers” ( ​THEME​, 2018, p. 17). And as any 
moviegoer knows, trailers constitute an integral part of the cinema experience. But as familiar as 
they are, little thought is usually given as to what a trailer actually is. 
The general purpose of trailers at first seems simple. Like any commercial, the primary 
function of a trailer is to sell the product: a movie. Trailers are designed to appeal to a specific 
audience and to generate interest in the movie within that demographic, with the ultimate goal of 
revenue from various forms of distribution, particularly box office sales. They offer a glimpse of 
the film with the goal of economic gain. In short, they are intended to sell the product. Therefore, 
at their core, trailers are a form of advertisement. Yet at the same time, these videos are an 
original, imaginative way of telling a story in their own right. The minimum criteria of 
promoting a commercial product does not encapsulate all that a trailer is. More eloquently stated, 
“Trailers are at once ads and more than ads” (Kernan, 2004, p. 8). 
A trailer not only attempts to sell a product, but does so in a way that requires particular 
human innovation and creativity because of the high stakes involved, as will be discussed later. 
Modern trailers involve important elements of imagery, storytelling, and the communication of 
emotions and ideas, traits often associated with artistic expression. In this light, theatrical trailers 
can rightly be described both as advertisements and a form of art. 
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An examination of the nature of theatrical trailers is particularly relevant in the modern 
world. In today’s hyper-connected society, it is more important than ever that producers get 
trailers right; they are the first glimpse an audience has of an upcoming attraction. “ ​The theatrical 
trailer is often the first chance to promote a movie to its target audience. Starting up to a year 
before the release of a major studio movie, distributors run movie trailers that are meticulously 
edited and audience-tested” (Roos, 2008). ​The initial viewing must intrigue potential moviegoers 
enough to choose to buy a ticket. Indeed, trailers benefit potential moviegoers in their choice of 
which film, if any, they choose to watch: “[Trailers] serve a vital indexical purpose [...] since the 
mediascape is simply too large for any one of us to watch everything. Promos allow us to 
schedule our media consumption patterns, working as something akin to a menu for future 
consumption” (Gray, 2010, p. 52). 
This paper deals not only with the distinct elements of advertising as commercial 
enterprise and art as creative production, but seeks to illustrate the natural link regularly found 
between the two. In this context, the artistic dimension of an advertisement could be called its 
quality. An ad as art is not just a matter of quantity — for example, plastering the name as 
widely as possible. Though there is much to be said for quantity, it is the quality of 
advertisements that makes the difference in the modern age. With an ever-expanding field of 
options available to modern audiences, it is the artistic flair and imagination of a trailer that 
quickly and efficiently give it an edge over the competition. To do this effectively, it requires 
attention to the non-quantifiable aspects of the advertisement — the creativity, the originality, 
etc. An element of surprise or wit makes for a more memorable ad. To recognize the inclusion of 
art in advertising can help advertising become better and more effective. 
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Ultimately, theatrical trailers are a complex medium which consist of elements of both 
advertisement and of art. As films and their marketing strategies have developed over time, one 
may question the “status” of a modern theatrical trailer, particularly as an advertisement or form 
of creative expression. Though an “ad or art” classification may seem like a simple question, the 
answer is more complicated. My thesis addresses this question by providing an analysis of 
theatrical trailers and their status as advertisement and art; describing briefly the process of 
producing a trailer; and discussing the evolution of trailers and their changing role in the movie 
industry. 
 
Analysis of Trailers as Promotional Material 
What is a Trailer? 
To begin, a clear definition of a theatrical trailer is necessary: a trailer is “a brief film text 
that usually displays images from a specific feature film while asserting its excellence, and that is 
created for the purpose of projecting in theaters to promote a film’s theatrical release” (Kernan, 
2004, p. 1). Producers create (or “cut,” as they say in Hollywood) these brief videos as part of the 
overall marketing campaign to promote an upcoming film. As early as 1912, companies began 
including brief advertisements that played after — “trailed” after — the feature film that 
audiences had come to see; thus, the name “trailers” emerged (Kernan, 2004). Originally these 
clips followed the end of a movie. Now the advertisements for new releases play before the 
movie starts, but the name stuck. 
Despite their simple appearances, trailers are intricately designed and multi-layered. 
“Trailers provide unique and specific rhetorical structures that fold visual and auditory evidence 
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of the film production industry’s assessment of its actual audience (as well as its desires for a 
potential audience) into a one- to three-minute cinematic experience” (Kernan, 2004, p. 3). These 
promotional videos are highly crafted, researched, and tested with focus groups to leave nothing 
to chance. Every frame is calculated. 
While​ “a movie's first week at the ​box office​ has always been important [...] it's become 
even more crucial as studios release greater numbers of films, effectively shortening the window 
that a movie has to make money in the theater” ( ​Turner). Opening weekend box office results 
can make or break a movie’s financial success, including in the home entertainment and 
merchandising markets, and determine whether critics view the film as a triumph or a flop. As 
reporter Dave Roos explained in an ​ ​article about film marketing: 
One of the most important indicators of the success of a movie marketing 
campaign is the gross box office sales from the first weekend of a movie's release. 
Opening weekend sales are a direct reflection of how much buzz and excitement 
has been generated by the promotional campaign. ​(Roos, 2008) 
If a movie does not fare well its first weekend, it may be “pulled from theaters,” which limits its 
earning potential even more. Thus, the stakes are high — the success of the trailer as an 
advertisement affects the success of the entire movie. However, it is the success of the trailer as 
art that determines whether the film can attract and communicate its message to the desired 
audience. Seen in this way, the significance and complexity of a trailer becomes more and more 
clear. 
Despite the influence and sway that trailers can supply, research on trailers is relatively 
new. Lisa Kernan’s ​Coming Attractions: Reading American Movie Trailers ​is viewed by several 
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authors as the definitive full-length book on movie trailers (Gray, 2010). Her book, published in 
2004, examines trailers as a separate genre in film and highlights conventions used in the 
industry, analyzed in examples throughout the history of films with sound. Jonathan Gray is 
another author who has studied trailers. His book ​Show Sold Separately: Promos, Spoilers, and 
Other Media Paratexts ​explores the understanding audiences have from materials “extra” or 
“bonus” in addition to a film itself. These ​paratexts ​ — like trailers, print media, 
behind-the-scenes content — give prospective customers a glimpse of what to expect from the 
feature film. 
Other film studies research pertinent to trailers includes works about branded 
entertainment, product placement, and similar fields. For instance, Keith Johnston’s ​Coming 
Soon: Film Trailers and the Selling of Hollywood Technology ​focuses on the advances in film 
technologies, such as synchronized sound and 3D, and how trailers are involved. “Through 
unified analysis, trailers are revealed as complex, layered texts that cross media boundaries, act 
as a site of historical discourse, challenge existing debates, and foreground the place of 
technology as a key element of their success” (Johnston, 2009, p. 25). His discussion includes 
the movement into the digital age and how the internet has changed the way trailers are 
distributed. 
Trailers are an “innovative short film format” that can be “analyzed in themselves, for 
what they say, [and] for how they communicate” (Johnston, 2009, p. 9). A trailer offers 
audiences the first glimpse into a story and is a critical component of a film’s marketing 
campaign. Each trailer must condense a complicated plot and characters from a full-length film 
into a short piece that raises just enough questions and emotions to leave a viewer hungry for 
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more. ​As interviewed in an ​Inc. ​article, California-based trailer producer Nick Temple said, "The 
best trailers create an immediate impact that raises questions and intrigues the audience but 
doesn't give away so much that they feel like they can connect all the dots" (Blakely, 2015). 
They should ​be cut in a brief, attention-grabbing way that calls curious viewers to action, without 
seeming hokey or contrived: ​“An awesome trailer really depends on the studio's marketing 
department and the degree to which they're able to articulate a vision” ​ (Kim, 2014). ​Of course, 
these ideas are not limited to trailers. All advertisements seek to simplify multiple goals into a 
clear, convincing message that invites consumers to action. 
 
What is Advertising? 
“Advertising is a paid communication used to persuade someone to buy a product or 
service of an identified sponsor. [...] the message is created to appeal to a specific, defined group 
of people” (Einstein, 2017, p. 5). The technology and media used to reach these target audiences 
have changed dramatically over time, but the central purpose of advertising remains constant: “to 
get the right message to the right person at the right time and place” (Einstein, 2017, p. 5). 
Advertising is useful only as long as advertisements reach target markets as intended and 
the contact results in action on the part of the potential consumer. Without awareness, 
recognition, and eventually purchase of a good or service by consumers, a company cannot 
survive. Not everyone must be aware of a brand, but it must be known at least by the potential 
consumers most likely to purchase its goods or services (Lehu, 2007, p. 18). 
Many people have a negative impression of advertising, likening the field to a 
stereotypical used car salesperson. However, an advertisement is much more than a surface-level 
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street vendor pushing merchandise. Instead, it is the underlying strategy that makes an ad 
memorable and effective: “...the selling idea beneath an ad’s surface determines its success” 
(Felton, 2013, p. 5). 
Good advertising tells a story. For instance, although a TV commercial may last only 30 
seconds, it can take its audience on a thrilling, emotional journey full of tension and conflict and 
leave viewers yearning for more. An effective trailer does much the same. ​It requires the viewer 
to understand and act on a message. Advertisements do not communicate this message ​“simply 
by telling us to buy such products or services, but by creating a life, character, and ​meaning ​ for 
all manner of products and services” (Gray, 2010, p. 3). Modern consumers are not naive — a 
company must reach them where they are and fulfill a genuine need. There is a real danger for 
brands that lose sight of this understanding: “...the ad has to have something to say, something 
that matters. Either it talks to real people about real needs, or it speaks to no one” (Felton, 2013, 
p. 7). An advertisement needs to be able to communicate its meaning to an audience. 
Communicating this meaning is the place of art. 
 
What is Art? 
The character of art is difficult to precisely state, as the debate regarding the essence of 
art has been ongoing for thousands of years. A wide variety of definitions have been proposed, 
often conflicting with each other, and some writers question whether art is possible to define at 
all. What often comes to mind at the mention of “art” are the fine arts. ​Many characteristics of 
the fine arts are indeed found in trailers. For instance, the importance of perspective and use of 
color is essential in cinematography, just as it is in painting. The timing of dance is paralleled in 
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the way a trailer’s scenes are juxtaposed. Similarly, music’s power of emotional ebb and flow is 
utilized in trailers. The mastery of industry-standard techniques is required to demonstrate 
finesse in this field, just as the fine arts (or any discipline) require the knowledge and 
understanding of general principles. 
That being said, ​we can speak of art not only in the narrow sense of fine arts, but also in a 
general sense. W ​hile a precise, universal definition of art may be unavailable, it is safe to say that 
“​traditionally, artworks are intentionally endowed by their makers with properties, often sensory, 
having a significant degree of aesthetic interest, usually surpassing that of most everyday 
objects” ( ​Adajian). ​ Put in other words, “works of art are works produced by human creative skill 
and imagination” ( ​New American Oxford Dictionary ​). ​This description refers broadly to pieces 
of art themselves, but art can also be considered in another way; art may generally be said to be 
the creative communication of ideas, as expressed in a given medium. As one blogger put it, ​“Art 
is a certain kind of specialized communication. [...] Art does not equal communication, but all art 
is communication” (Crockett, 2006). 
Both advertisements and art communicate meaning. One view, though perhaps overly 
simplistic, is that advertisements are generally created for the sake of a business interest; on the 
other hand, art can convey any number of things — stories, allegories, social messages, religious 
truths, or simply a representation of something in the world. By using art’s power of 
communication, it seems that by making advertisements “artful” they can become better or more 
effective because they may now carry a deeper message. This idea leads to many brands selling 
the feelings or experiences associated with a product rather than merely the product itself. For 
example, a company could post a sign that plainly says “buy marshmallows,” or it could use a 
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photo of a family roasting marshmallows over a campfire — now the brand is selling happiness, 
family time, and fond memories. 
Some would even say this type of communication is art’s proper role. As quoted in an 
article in ​The Atlantic ​, ​Michelangelo Pistoletto wrote, “Above all, artists must not be only in art 
galleries or museums—they must be present in all possible activities. The artist must be the 
sponsor of thought in whatever endeavor people take on, at every level” ​ (Popova). Similarly, as 
long as the goal of an advertisement is to provoke thought and spark action in a potential 
consumer, art should be included in advertisement. As blogger Rex Crockett reasoned: 
If art is communication, it follows the rules of communication. If it’s too original, 
it is difficult for people to understand. If it is too unoriginal, it is a bore. Too loud 
and it is irritating. Too quiet and it has no impact. If the subject bears no 
relationship with the experiences of the perceiver, it is not likely to be grasped. If 
it deals with a subject in a way that is not stimulating, it is not likely to be valued. 
(Crockett, ​2006​) 
If one substitutes “advertisement” for “art” in Crockett’s paragraph, the meaning still holds true. 
To be successful as communication, and therefore as advertising itself, advertisement must walk 
a fine line. Fortunately, the incorporation of art contributes a great deal toward advertisement's 
ability to communicate. 
It should be noted the way elements of advertisement and art perceived in trailers 
depends on the individuals involved. Film executives may be more inclined to see the business 
interests that a trailer is designed to promote, namely ticket sales. On the other hand, designers 
may be more likely to emphasize the creative or expressive importance of a trailer — the art. 
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Likewise, the preferences and experiences of audience members and critics impact their 
understanding of the complementarity of advertisement and art in trailers. Nevertheless, both are 
crucial for the trailer's success. 
 
Production Process 
Who, When, and How 
The relationship between advertisement and art inherent in theatrical trailers can be 
readily seen in the way they are produced. Many people are surprised to learn that filmmakers 
typically do not create their own trailers — instead, separate specialized agencies cut trailers. 
The marketing expertise, knowledge of consumer demographics and media behaviors, and ability 
to tell a story in one or two minutes all lead movie producers to outsource projects to trailer 
agencies. 
Agencies compete between themselves to cut trailers, which gives film studios the 
opportunity to see different interpretations and options; ultimately a studio can select whichever 
approaches it likes and then test them with consumers (Hooton). ​ The competition is 
understandably fierce: as another article explains, ​“If they’re chosen by the studio to finish a 
campaign, the final payout can reach up into the millions depending on the number of trailers, 
teasers, TV spots, and online campaigns that are ultimately created” (Kitchen). ​Almost all of the 
major trailer agencies are in Los Angeles or New York City, including companies such as Trailer 
Park and Buddha Jones. 
Because it can take months or years to cut a trailer, editors often receive footage while 
the movie is still being filmed, or sometimes even before filming has started. In these latter 
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cases, editors must rely heavily on the script and daily footage from the filmmakers (Kitchen). 
As such, there can be major changes in the meantime, such as altered characters, modified 
dialogue, or scenes being cut from the film. Special effects are often not added yet when editors 
are piecing together the trailer. Another downside is that since the members of the agency may 
not have seen the movie yet, they may accidentally include clips in the trailer that turn out to 
spoil important plot points. 
To some viewers, trailers may appear to be solely a form of advertisement for full-length 
films: “[trailers provide] ‘free samples’ of them, trailers can be seen to reframe their original 
fictional film narratives into a (window) shopper’s world. [...] trailer spectatorship is one of the 
primary sites where audiences are pointedly ‘shopping’ for films” (Kernan, 2004, p. 6). Some 
moviegoers arrive after a film’s official start time to avoid being a captive audience forced to 
watch the pre-movie advertisements. On the other hand, some moviegoers ensure an early arrival 
to watch for upcoming attractions they may find interesting. While these “free samples,” as 
Kernan calls them, can be easily dismissed by audiences as simply another item competing for 
their attention, if new movies are advertised in an artful, interesting way, they are more likely to 
earn moviegoers’ consideration. 
 
Techniques and Conventions 
As mentioned briefly above, trailer producers often follow consistent industry trends and 
standard techniques, as do professionals in any field, including art. Some conventions — 
voice-over narration, for example — are popular for a while, then fade out of use over time. 
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However, even with the changes in style or effects, the overall format of trailers remains the 
same. 
Trailers typically share several features, including titles or narration, clips from the film, 
action-filled montages, and well-known actors or producers (Kernan, 2004). The characteristics 
of trailers often vary based on the type of movie. For example, the trailer for an action film will 
be cut differently than a romantic comedy or a drama. The trailer gives the potential moviegoer 
clues about what to expect from the film (Gray, 2010). 
Another significant aspect of a trailer includes the music and sound design. Audio plays a 
key role in setting the ambience or mood of a trailer. For instance, the menacing ticking clock 
sound throughout ​Dunkirk​ helps convey the ever-present threat of attack; thus it was important to 
include in the trailer. The importance of the combination and cohesiveness of music and images 
cannot be overstated. ​Ron Beck, the owner and creative director of a trailer company, went so far 
as to say, “Music is at least 50 percent of any trailer” (Ross, 2017). ​ These and other conventions 
are just a few of the common techniques used in production. 
 
Evolution of Trailers 
Historic Context 
The production process as we know it today has changed immensely since trailers were 
first introduced. With the evolution of trailers, the roles and techniques of advertisement and art 
within trailers have likewise evolved. Now-well-established customs like the use of target market 
demographics, media consumption behaviors, and other research data inform the business 
decisions related to trailers as advertisements. In a similar manner, the use of music, sound 
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effects, and montage edits, among others, have contributed to the lasting impression artfulness 
can provide in a trailer. These are all now common practices, but it took time for them to emerge. 
Trailers as we now know them have been developing for over a hundred years. What is 
now recognized as the first trailer began in 1912 as a serial called “The Adventures of Kathlyn,” 
which played in theaters after feature films ended (Kernan, 2004). This thirteen-part story was 
the first to use the now familiar “cliffhanger” to keep audiences on the edge of their seats and 
return for the next part; this concept introduced the idea of trailers and revolutionized marketing 
for films. 
This evolution was in part possible thanks to advances in equipment, such as the 
developments of new technologies in the 1920s. It was during this time that trailers began to 
have more defined structures using montages of the film’s scenes, as well as on-screen titles and 
effects (Johnston, 2009). Although trailers used to cut clips from the film to form a short 
synopsis, producers no longer prioritize a clear summary of the plot: 
“In trailers, images are selected and combined in ways that privilege attracting the 
spectator’s attention over sustaining narrative coherence. Yet trailers also 
maintain a relationship to the narrative they promote, and in this relationship 
between promotional images of attraction and coherent cinematic narrative lie the 
unique characteristics that constitute the rhetoric of trailers.” (Kernan 7) 
In place of a basic narrative structure, trailers began to use other means to attract audience 
interest. Improvements in the use of color, picture, and sound, such as the introduction of new 
special effects in the 1950s and emphasis on music in movies in the 1980s, were all utilized in 
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trailer production (Johnston, 2009). These innovations set the direction for the continued 
development of trailers. 
 
Teasers, Pre-trailers, and the Digital Age 
Trailer production has seen its most rapid advancements in recent years. “...since the 
boom in high-speed connection, film trailers are now accessible on different websites, with the 
aim of enlarging their communications spectrum. [...] they are accessible to the entire planet, 24 
hours a day throughout the chosen promotion period” (Lehu, 2007, p. 196). To stay relevant in 
this fast-paced world, advertisers must alter the way they reach potential moviegoers. Two 
innovative methods to approach today’s digital environment and short attention spans have 
emerged: teasers and pre-trailers. These two methods are evidence that staying clever and artful 
increases the likelihood that consumers notice an ad. 
A “teaser” acts as a trailer... for a trailer. It’s often a sneak peek that introduces 
characters, minor plot points, and generates excitement for the movie. Many studios cut multiple 
teasers and trailers for each film, often using different editing or languages, with the intention of 
keeping viewers hooked until they go to a theater to watch the film (Lehu, 2007, p. 197). As part 
of the overall marketing campaign, a teaser adds to the continual build-up of excitement 
surrounding a film’s release, all the while not giving too much away. As such, the teaser may be 
indicative of the full-length trailer or film: “[they] may construct early frames through which 
would-be viewers might think of the text’s genre, tone, and themes” (Gray, 2010, p. 2). 
In a similar way, a “pre-trailer” also seeks to contribute to the buzz surrounding an 
upcoming release. Pre-trailers shorten the trailer even more to hook viewers in the span of a few 
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seconds. One example includes the six-second clip before the full-length trailer for ​Passengers ​. 
Pre-trailers may include subtitles, especially since many viewers scroll through social media and 
watch with the volume off (Thilk, 2016). The goal of the pre-trailer is to snag the viewer’s 
attention and get them to watch the full trailer (McLaughlin, 2016). 
Both teasers and pre-trailers adapt an original art form and mold it to a changing digital 
landscape where old styles of advertising can quickly become boring and easily ignored. Indeed, 
the digital age has dramatically impacted the movie industry, including the way trailers are 
shared. “Until the advent of the Internet, [trailers] were not seen after the initial cinema 
screening, they were not well archived, and they bore no mark of an individual voice or 
producer” (Johnston, 2009, p. 2). Now, trailers are continually available to view and pass on. 
Sharing a trailer or teaser with friends on social media has become a key component of 
word-of-mouth marketing; this is often a huge win for movie producers (as with other 
advertisers) since it becomes possible to reach consumers in a more authentic, less intrusive way. 
Social media sites and other digital platforms are vital for distributing trailers to potential 
moviegoers before and during a movie’s time in the theater: “Decisions on what to watch, what 
not to watch, and ​how​ to watch are often made while consuming [promotional materials] [...] by 
the time we actually encounter ‘the show itself,’ we have already begun to decode it and to 
preview its meanings” (Gray, 2010, p. 3). The ever-expanding array of digital options offers 
more and more opportunities for producers to communicate their trailer. At the same time, 
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Ethical Concerns 
“​It’s the movies that have really been running things in America ever since they were 
invented. They show you what to do, how to do it, when to do it, [and] how to feel about it”. This 
quote attributed to Andy Warhol expresses the dominant place the film industry has captured in 
modern American life (Martinique, 2018). ​Even with all of the technological advancements and 
new methods of distribution, there are still some critical questions that producers must consider, 
particularly in light of potential ethical concerns. 
What is the obligation of a trailer to accurately portray a film’s message? Is there any 
obligation? A fairly common complaint of movie-goers is that trailers can be misleading. Should 
trailer producers be held to a system of industry standards or legal requirements to avoid alleged 
false advertising? This issue is further complicated by the nature of trailers as summaries of 
stories: does creative license protect producers from lawsuits? 
These concerns are warranted because of the effectiveness of trailers in giving a sample 
of the full product. “As with all promos, they are ads, but they are also a taste test of films to 
come, offering some of a film’s first pleasures, meanings, and ideas” (Gray, 2010, p. 50). But 
what about trailers that depict a “taste test” of a film that does not resemble the actual “full 
course” of the movie? As mentioned above, “all art is communication” ( ​Crockett, 2006 ​). Artists 
may convey messages through their work, but one must remember that ​ communication is always 
open to misinterpretation. Often this occurs on the part of the audience, but it may also be 
exploited by the artists themselves. 
One ethical dilemma producers face is that of cutting misleading trailers. An article in 
The New York Times ​posed the following query: “ ​Just how different can a trailer be without 
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becoming false advertising?” (Pogue, 2008). The author went on to question the differences 
between rearranging scenes within the trailer versus adding material that is not in the film itself. 
The way producers edit trailers can be intentionally ambiguous and may seem misleading in 
several ways, including in genre and target audience. For example, trailers for ​Sweeney Todd: 
The Demon Barber of Fleet Street ​ famously left out one key point — it’s a musical. Many 
audience members were upset at the allegedly dishonest advertising, with some speculating that 
the trailer was intentionally designed to be deceptive in order to make more money. 
There are no easy answers to these questions. However, it is important to note that in 
many of these complex concerns, there exists an underlying matter of the relationship of art to 
commercial advertising. There is a fine line between creative license and false advertising, and 
this is made still more complicated because, like other forms of art, films and trailers are 
inherently subjective products. A further examination of the role of art in advertising would be a 
great help in addressing these issues. 
 
Conclusion 
Whether viewed online or at the theater, a theatrical trailer sets the stage for an 
audience’s expectations: “Trailers have thus become an important part of the cinema-going 
experience […] they bring to a head the joys of anticipations, like the opening orchestral hum 
before a live performance” (Gray, 2010, p. 50). This paper evaluated trailers in the context of 
both advertisement and art, explored the process of producing a trailer, and considered the 
evolution of trailers and their developing function within the movie industry. 
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The complexities of modern trailers make a simplistic classification impossible. Trailers 
are created for a number of goals and must be understood in a variety of ways. Fundamentally, 
trailers are advertisements that must promote their product well or suffer the consequences, 
including a less-than-ideal opening weekend. A film’s marketing campaign aims to sell a 
compelling story to potential moviegoers in order to persuade them to purchase tickets; how 
successful a trailer is directly impacts the number of tickets sold at the box office, which in turn 
affects home entertainment and merchandising sales. Trailers communicate meaning as 
advertisements, but also as forms of art. The creative elements of trailers — emotion, music, 
storytelling, etc. — and the way these elements are arranged can greatly contribute to the appeal 
a trailer offers an audience. As both an advertisement and an art, trailers play a vital role in 
promoting a movie. 
Much remains to be researched within the realm of film studies, including many aspects 
related to trailers. ​Just as they have greatly evolved since their first usage over a century ago, 
trailers will likely continue to adapt to suit the needs of producers and the demands of 
consumers. Trailers’ content, style, or perhaps even medium may change, but as long as there are 
people, there will be stories to share. As Christopher Dodd, former Chairman and CEO of the 
Motion Pictures Association of America, ​ concluded, “... ​movies continue to play a vital role in 
our lives and our cultures. Around the world, storytelling – and the movie-going experience that 
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